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Brothers ID’d in Brussels attack
Authorities believe bombers
likely rushed to act, fearing
discovery; manhunt continues
By ALISSA J. RUBIN
AND KIMIKO DE FREYTAS-TAMURA
NEW YORK TIMES

BRUSSELS — The Brussels suicide
bombers included two Belgium-born
brothers with a violent criminal past
and suspected links to plotters of the
Islamic State’s Paris attacks in November, authorities said Wednesday,
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raising new alarms about Europe’s
leaky defenses against a militant organization that has terrorized two
European capitals with seeming impunity.
One of the brothers was deported
by Turkey to Europe less than a year
ago, Turkey’s president said, suspected of being a terrorist fighter intent
on entering Syria, where the Islamic
State is based. Despite that statement,
Belgian officials said neither brother
had been under suspicion for terrorism until recently, an indication of the
Islamic State’s ability to remain steps

ahead of European intelligence and
security monitors.
At least 31 people as well as the
suicide bombers died Tuesday in the
blasts — two at the Brussels international airport departure terminal
from homemade bombs hidden in
luggage, and one at a subway station
about 7 miles away in the heart of
Brussels. The number of wounded
climbed to 300 from 270 Wednesday
as the area slowly sought to recover
from one of the deadliest peacetime
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Two bombers in the attacks Tuesday in
Brussels were Belgium-born brothers
known to the police as common
criminals with violient histories.

■ Intelligence
officials say the
Islamic State may
have at least 400
fighters waiting
in the wings / B1
■ In Boston,
Paris and now
Brussels, brothers
have become
co-conspirators in
terrorism. / B1
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Ticking bomb of diabetes

Lake tourism, Yolo
farmers expected to
benefit from March rains
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Steady March rainfall has
raised Clear Lake to its highest
level in five years, a boon that’s
expected to reap rewards for the
local tourism industry as well
as farmers who depend on lake
water for irrigation.
Tourism officials say spending
by visitors to the area has been
on the rise in the past few years,
despite the statewide drought. A
now-full lake is expected to make
the Lake County destination
even more enticing to visitors as
boating ramps up, they said.
“We’re anticipating a good season,” said Lake County Chamber
of Commerce Chief Executive
Officer Melissa Fulton.
Some fishing-related businesses report that consumer activity
has been bustling so far this year,
thanks to good weather, an improving economy statewide and
good action for anglers on the
state’s second largest natural lake.
“The fishing has been fabulous,” said Bob Higgins, who
with his wife owns Limit Out
Gift and Tackle, along with a
nearby motel. He said crappie
have been biting for the first time
in several years, and word is getting around. In addition, a Clear
Lake angler recently caught
the heftiest bass — weighing
16.3 pounds — since the 1990s.
“They’re coming from Oregon, Washington, all over” to
fish, Higgins said of fishermen.
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HEALTHY CHOICES: Raquel Campos, owner of Super Latino Market and Bakery, offers fresh fruit and free healthy menu ideas for customers at the cashier’s counter.

Study: Nearly 60 percent of adults on path to preventable disease
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

recent study that shows a majority
of Sonoma County residents are on
a path to become diabetics has local
health officials and health care providers
sounding alarms and calling for more interventions to address the growing diabetes
epidemic.
According to a study by the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research, 49 percent

of Sonoma County residents are prediabetic — a precursor to type 2 diabetes — and
10 percent are diabetic. That’s 59 percent of
the county’s adult population, compared to
55 percent for the rest of the state.
“It’s very concerning because it has enormous potential health impacts,” Sonoma
County Health Officer Karen Milman said.
Milman pointed out that 30 percent of local residents who are prediabetic will have
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RATE OF TYPE 2 DIABETES
A study by the UCLA Center for Health Policy
Research has shown a high proportion of county
residents are on the path to type 2 diabetes.
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After 95 years, Navy boat found near SF
By JOSEPH SERNA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

It was the biggest air and sea
search in U.S. history — at least
until pilot Amelia Earhart vanished in 1937.
Weeks overdue for its scheduled arrival at Hawaii’s Pearl
Harbor, the Navy was mystified
as to the whereabouts of the
U.S. tugboat Conestoga and its
crew of 56. The tug had departed Mare Island on March 25,

1921, and was last seen steaming away from San Francisco
Bay.
Now, 95 years after it was lost
at sea, authorities announced
Wednesday that the Conestoga’s
wreckage lies at the bottom of a
marine sanctuary off the coast
near San Francisco.
The tug was only three miles
away from the southeast Farallon Island coast and only a day
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The Conestoga,
docked in San
Diego in 1921,
sank nearly a
century ago
on its way to
Hawaii. The ship
has been found
off the San
Francisco coast,
officials said
Wednesday.
U.S. NAVAL HISTORY AND
HERITAGE COMMAND

